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	The Vocal Athlete: Application and Technique for the Hybrid Singer, Second Edition is a compilation of voice exercises created and used by well-known voice pedagogues from preeminent colleges, established private studios, and clinical settings. The exercises focus on various aspects of contemporary commercial music (CCM) including bodywork, mental preparation, registration, and much more.
	
		New to the Second Edition

		
			20 new singing exercises
	
			Updated and expanded exercises, figures, and references throughout
	
			Access to a PluralPlus companion website with audio and video files to enhance understanding of exercises
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Developing Ambient Intelligence: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Ambient Intelligence DevelopmentsSpringer, 2007
As Ambient Intelligence (AmI) ecosystems are rapidly becoming a reality, they raise new research challenges. Unlike predefined static architectures as we know them today, AmI ecosystems are bound to contain a large number of heterogeneous computing, communication infrastructures and devices that will be dynamically assembled. Architectures will be...
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Embedded Systems Architecture for Agile Development: A Layers-Based ModelApress, 2017

	
		
			Utilize a new layers-based development model for embedded systems using Agile techniques for software architecture and management. Firmware is comprised of both hardware and software, but the applicability of Agile in embedded systems development is new. This book provides a step-by-step process showing how this is...
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Linux Web Hosting With Websphere, DB2, and DominoIBM Press, 2000
This redbook is intended to assist Web server administrators utilize IBM software offerings to build and manage a Web server using Linux as the base operating system. It is assumed that the reader has basic Linux administration skills, an understanding of general HTML syntax, and is knowledgeable in Java programming.Therefore, this redbook is not...
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Transport Equations in Biology (Frontiers in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2006
This book presents models written as partial differential equations and originating from various questions in population biology, such as physiologically structured equations, adaptive dynamics, and bacterial movement. Its purpose is to derive appropriate mathematical tools and qualitative properties of the solutions (long time behavior,...
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Kinetics of Catalytic Reactions--Solutions ManualSpringer, 2005
This advanced textbook teaches readers to design kinetic experiments involving heterogeneous catalysts, to characterize these catalysts, to acquire rate data, to find heat and mass transfer limitations in these data, to select reaction models, to derive rate expressions based on these models, and to assess the consistency of these rate equations....
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Angiography and Plaque Imaging: Advanced Segmentation Techniques (Biomedical Engineering)CRC Press, 2003

	Recent, rapid advances in mathematical engineering and applied mathematics have opened the door to solving complex problems in angiography imaging. For the first time, this book presents the different medical imaging modalities--MR, CT, x-ray, and ultrasound--for performing angiography and its analysis. Pioneers from a variety of relevant...
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